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This is a digital key that allows you to download LEGO Marvel Super Heroes 2 directly to your PC from official platforms. Perhaps the biggest
and most useful purchase in recent times. After reviewing the boxes available in the Russian Federation (10 pieces each), I identified a number of
shortcomings of my electronic device. The thing is that many manufacturers make completely different boxes - from small to huge boxes. So I
discovered that the boxes from Ubisoft Enjoy Monsters are completely different. I saw something similar in a box from Nintendo - there were a
lot of megabytes, well, a smaller box. Now I found something that interested me - this box from the Igrosoft website, where, by the way, about a
dozen games are sold in Russia: Cool, yeah? In general, I decided to buy this particular box. Since I am considering buying a Sony Xperia Z4 SZ,
first about it. So I bought my next device, the PlayStation 4, at the beginning of the summer of 2013 - a new version of the PlayStaton 4 set-top
box was released, and I had already ordered myself, as it turned out, an uncomfortable and strange PS4 Pro 3 months earlier. We figured it out -
Sony released a more successful version of the set-top box on the market and I decided to just buy it. As a result, the kit does not include: stylus,
HDMI cable, battery, software for the PS4 game. All this happiness seems to be purchased separately, is somehow expensive (20 pounds sterling,
as I calculated) and is in every store. I decided to make a professional console based on Sony PlayStion 4 U2 for e-sports players and video game
lovers. I have never played on a professional server, but the description does not look like a PlayStand 4 console at all. In my opinion, the game
Deus Ex: Human Revolution would be more suitable for me. In general, after much deliberation, I chose the console. According to the description,
it is a rather comfortable, not heavy and functional case, with a fairly large battery and an interface from PS4, i.e. without any problems
compatible with the set-top box. That is why I first started looking for this very Sony Playstation 4 U1 in foreign stores. For a long time I thought,
chose, etc. I eventually found the PlayStone Zero, a rather small box, which will be discussed later. Popcorn is clearly not my taste, which I
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